phenological shift, suggesting emerging asynchronies between interacting species that differ 2 6
time series (e.g., small sample sizes) had both delays and strong advances in phenology, but 1 1 9 when sample sizes were large, phenology advanced more uniformly (Flinger-Killeen test for phenological trends in marine species 7 . These findings also indicate that previous phenological We also hypothesized that phenological shifts would be associated with the climatic variables
that drive seasonality locally-such as temperature at mid-latitudes (i.e. temperate zones) and magnitude of phenological shifts, and as latitude decreased, precipitation was a stronger
predictor of phenology (test for different slopes 27 : t=7.89, df=1650, p<0.0001; Fig. 1c ; Table S5 ).
Further, there was a greater increase in temperature than precipitation through time (Extended 1 3 8
Data Fig. 4) , and the correlation between phenology and temperature in the temperate zones was stronger than the correlation between phenology and precipitation in the tropics (Fig. 1c) latitude is more strongly correlated with temperature than precipitation.
Given that temperature and precipitation drive phenology unequally across the globe and hypothesized that the phenology of specific taxonomic groups might be more strongly associated phenology was associated more strongly with temperature than with precipitation (temperature, Table S4 ), and different components of temperature (mean, minimum and maximum) did not
significantly differ from one another at predicting phenology. As predicted, amphibians Table S6 ). Next, we sought to identify general ecologically-important characteristics of taxa that might
predict the strength of phenological responses to climate change. Here, we hypothesized that
ectotherms and smaller organisms should be more sensitive to shifts in climate than endotherms
and larger organisms (because thermal inertia is positively associated with body size 18,28 ).
Indeed, body size was a significant negative predictor of phenological shifts alone (β=-0.0221,
df=921, p<0.01; Table S7 ) and as a covariate alongside other species traits in most statistical 1 6 8 models ( Fig. 1d ; Table S7 ). Among taxa, invertebrate groups tracked their phenology to 1 6 9 temperature more closely than birds and mammals ( Fig. 3a ; Table S7 ), and as a whole,
invertebrates tended to track temperature better than vertebrates ( Fig. 3b ; Table S7 ). As
predicted, the phenology of ectotherms was more strongly correlated with temperature than the
phenology of endotherms ( Fig. 3c ; Table S7 ). Finally, herbivore phenologies tracked
temperature more closely than carnivore phenology ( Fig. 3d ; few aquatic species in the dataset (18 total) and all are marine.
Finally, we posited that the type of phenological responses, such as peak seasonal abundance, responses of organisms to climate, indicating that the phenology of species at high and low
latitudes most strongly respond to temperature and precipitation, respectively, and thus different
components of climate drive phenology in different regions of the globe. We also found that
different taxa respond to the same climatic signals but do so at different rates, and that the
strength of these phenological shifts is predictable based on two easily measured traits, forecast mismatches and mitigate their adverse effects. Literature survey and data requirements. We conducted a literature search in September 2012 and oceanography. This search generated 6,989 studies which were examined for phenological database were also examined for time series. Time series were not used if they (1) contained data
from a span of <10 years; (2) contained data for fewer than seven individual years; (3) described 2 1 8 autumn migrations; or (4) described data that were redundant with data we had already compiled 2 1 9 from another paper. We also eliminated raw data from before 1950, because this is considered to abundance, oestrus, or weaning) against year using Datathief III Version 1.6 (© Bas Tummers).
6
Correlation coefficients between phenological date and year, standard errors or surrogates, and
slopes were also calculated for each time series when they were not reported in the original text (r) and standard deviations were available for 1,011 of these time series (representing 127 2 3 0 studies) which were used in the meta-analysis examining the relationship between phenology and 2 3 1
year. Approximately 400 time series from about 100 papers provided raw data and were used in correlation coefficients, and coefficients and variances were standardized using Fisher's z-
transformation before all meta-analysis modeling. provided raw data and geographic coordinates. Ten climate variables were used in our meta- package, glm function). We did not have any climate data for marine species and did not include 2 4 9 these time series in any analyses testing the effects of climate. from Worldclim elevation rasters (www.worldclim.org) (raster package, extract function).
5 8
Trophic levels were assigned categorically as "herbivore", "omnivore", or "carnivore". If a 2 5 9 species typically eats plants and animals it was designated an omnivore, but if it mostly relies on 2 6 0 either prey or plants and only occasionally ate the other, it was assigned to "carnivore" or 2 6 1 "herbivore" respectively. Phenological events were categorized as either "arrival" (migrations),
"breeding/rearing" (calling, nesting, laying, hatching, or weaning), or "peak abundance" (peak 2 6 3 population abundance). accounting for the correlations within the three non-independent effect sizes (because of 2 6 9 sampling variability and covariances), while also explicitly accounting for any existing
correlations among these three effect size groups (via a multivariate random-effects model). Our
overall model had a hierarchical structure in which we modeled the sampling variances and 2 7 2 covariances among the three effect sizes (within-study weighting to account for study sampling error; see Supplementary Methods), between-study random-effects for each effect size triplicate that were allowed to be correlated but differ among groups (i.e., a multivariate version of the between-study variance component typically included in traditional random-effects meta- analysis), and finally an unstructured random-effect modeling the phylogenetic correlations variance-covariance matrix of the sampling errors, and all random effects (trivariate between-2 8 0 study variances, and phylogenetic) were based on restricted maximum likelihood estimator using 
